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To the vibrant neighborhood of 
Dorchester, who, across six centuries 
has built greatness with its hands, its 
mind, and its heart. 
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E D E N S  P U R P O S E  I S
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EDENS 
is a collective of 

passionate people 

who care about the 

mark we leave behind. With our unique approach to 

design, curation and engagement, our team inspires 

communities and cultivates human connection 

across our national portfolio of properties. “Made in 

Dorchester” is a direct reflection of our mission to 

enrich community by partnering with local artisans 

and placemakers who embody the culture and soul 

of Dorchester. EDENS engaged resident blacksmiths, 

mural artists, carpenters and metalworkers to create 

unique custom works throughout the South Bay 

center. Jointly working in the design and curation, 

EDENS and the artisans have created a canvas that is 

rooted and reflective of the local community, a place 

that Dorchester is proud to call their own.
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H
usband and wife duo Josh Luke and Meredith Kasabian make up 

the Boston-based sign painting company, Best Dressed Signs. 

Meredith and Josh were enlisted by EDENS to create a mural for 

South Bay. Embodying the culture and soul of Dorchester, Best Dressed 

Signs hand painted a distinctive design that captures visitors’ attention 

proudly reading, “Made in Dorchester.” 

As advocates of the neighborhood, Josh and Meredith’s partnership 

with EDENS further enriches the Dorchester community through their 

art. “Public art is important because not many people have the chance 

to see art in the traditional sense. Public art is democratic, giving the 

opportunity for people to experience it,” said Meredith. 

Josh Luke & Meredith Kasabian

Sign Painting, Murals

“Made in Dorchester”  
Gateway Mural

bestdressedsigns.com

americanhandcraft.com

BEST 
DRESSED SIGNS
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The thoughtful artwork that so boldly states “Made in Dorchester” has 

inspired community connection and conversation, putting a bold stamp  

on a vibrant neighborhood.  
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Roger Chudzik

Blacksmith

Various benches
Planter boxes
Bicycle racks
Decorative steel & mahogany lattice
Wood brows for windows
Side Tables
Stroller Parking Stalls
Beergarden tables
Waterjet cut steel façade sign
Two steel Starbuck’s blade signs

ironbearforge.com

IRON
BEAR FORGE

A lmost four decades ago, former zookeeper Roger Chudzik 

embarked on a six week leave of absence from his care of bears 

and timber wolves at Lincoln Park Zoo to enroll in a blacksmithing 

workshop. A chance opportunity to try his hand at metalwork, Roger 

discovered his true passion for the trade. As an apprentice under Master 

Smiths, Roger honed his craft to eventually open his own shop, Iron Bear 

Forge, a name that pays homage to his time as a zookeeper.

The first local artisan engaged by EDENS, Roger was enlisted to design 

and craft several installations throughout South Bay. Partnering with 

neighboring craftsman, Frank Criscione of American Handcraft, the two 

blended metalwork and carpentry to create steel and mahogany lattice 

work that boldly crowns the Starbucks storefront, powder-coated steel 
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bicycle racks, signs, benches, and planters. Roger’s metalwork experience 

guided the design and shaped the form of various pieces that clearly 

convey the permanence of thoughtful, hand-worked assembly.
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R
aised in a household that embraced design and craftsmanship, 

Frank Criscione was destined to bring creativity to the world. 

With a mother in the fashion industry, the opportunity for artistic 

expression was encouraged. Frank followed suit and graduated with a 

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Industrial Design from Massachusetts College 

of Art and Design. Eager to share his knowledge and experiences, Frank 

became a teaching adjunct instructor and continues to do so today. 

With a diverse portfolio and a shared community, Roger Chudzik of 

Iron Bear Forge introduced EDENS to Frank’s best-in-class design work. 

Frank’s artistic creativity combined with a functional awareness parlayed 

into several contributions to South Bay in partnership with Iron Bear 

Forge. Using high-quality materials, Frank’s installations are well formed 

Frank Criscione

Carpentry

Various benches
Planter boxes
Bicycle racks
Decorative steel & mahogany lattice
Wood brows for windows
Side Tables
Stroller Parking Stalls
Beergarden tables
Waterjet cut steel façade sign
Two steel Starbuck’s blade signs

americanhandcraft.usamericanhandcraft.com

AMERICAN 
HANDCRAFT
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and thoughtfully assembled, achieving beauty, strength, functionality and 

durability. Frank and Roger’s collaborative efforts produced a distinctive, 

locally made element, branded with a “Made in Dorchester” engraving 

designed by Frank himself.  
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C
edric Douglas and Julia Roth co-created The UP Truck, a colorful 

mobile arts lab dedicated to connecting the residents of Uphams 

Corner and the larger Dorchester community. As a moving work 

of art, Cedric and Julia have positively interacted with residents, business 

owners and neighborhood associations alike to create public art by and for 

the community. 

With a shared mission to engage community, a partnership between The UP 

Truck and EDENS was a natural fit. EDENS commissioned Cedric and Julia 

to create a mural that would resonate with residents and inspire connection 

to South Bay. Their mural of geometric, projecting triangles adorns the 

corrugated metal surface of a warehouse building on the corner of All State 

Avenue and Massachusetts Avenue, previously utilized as a scrap yard. 

Cedric Douglas & Julia Roth

Street Art

Warehouse mural
Sidewalk mural
Piano artwork
Inspirational quote installments

theuptruck.com

THE UP  
TRUCK
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The colorful forms represent the beauty achievable from the old, the 

repurposed and the rejuvenated. As one of America’s oldest continuing 

neighborhoods, Dorchester has been a self-made community from 

the start, continually creating and evolving in itself. A Margaret Mead 

quote accompanies the mural that directly speaks to the power of an 

involved community like Dorchester: “Never doubt that a small group of 

thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world.”

Cedric and Julia will also lend their talents to several other projects, 

including a sidewalk mural along District Avenue, revamping an outdoor 

piano with a fresh colorful coat and painting inspirational quotes 

throughout South Bay for all to appreciate.
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M
att Koestner of Bob’s Welding and Fabrication brings a unique 

element to the South Bay artisan class. While proficient in 

forming and forging traditional steel and stainless steel, Matt 

is skilled in working non-ferrous metals, including aluminum, copper 

and bronze. Matt fabricated two bronze emblems that adorn the north 

gateway near Starbucks. Marking the custom work, Matt branded the 

emblems by laser cutting “Made in Dorchester,” the city’s founding 

year and the Latin motto “Pietate, Literis, Industria” that conveys piety, 

learning and industry, prominent virtues adopted by the early settlers. 

In addition, Matt created two identical custom globe wall sconces that 

flank the emblems. The bronze sconce armature was created through 

machining and spinning metal-working processes, resulting in durable, 

Matt Koestner

Non-ferrous metalwork

Bronze globe wall sconces
Bronze Dorchester medallions

bobsmetal.com

americanhandcraft.com

BOB’S WELDING  
& FABRICATION
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seamless assemblies. The bronze, now of a warm golden hue, will patina 

with age, characteristic of many bronze sculptures. The translucent glass 

globe housing the light sits atop the bronze armature, casting a soft, 

welcoming glow to passersby. Matt’s precision and attention to detail in 

each of his installations pays tribute to Dorchester’s rich history and culture.  
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I
ntroduced to EDENS by way of Best Dressed Signs, Boston-based 

multimedia and performing artist, educator and organizer Maria Molteni 

contributed her artistic expertise to create a whimsical colored crosswalk 

at South Bay. The bright blue, yellow, purple and orange hues are arranged 

in a playful geometric form that makes up the District Avenue walkway. The 

crosswalk mural is meant to be an unexpected encounter, instilling delight and 

transforming the usual street crossing into a memorable moment of joy.  

Surrounded by the swarming activity of a busy construction site and 

freezing temperatures of an approaching winter, Maria’s efforts on the mural 

were painstaking and triumphant. Maria and her crosswalk mural signify 

the power of art to triumph over all impediments, and provide a wonderful 

juxtaposition to the simplicity and rhythm of the surrounding pavement.

Maria Molteni

Artist

Decorative Crosswalk mural

maria-molteni.squarespace.com

MARIA  
MOLTENI
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Phil Bucci

Carpentry

Wood box planters

americanhandcraft.com

BUCCI & ROBINSON 
WOODWORKING

A
s an advocate for EDENS throughout the series of community 

engagement meetings, Phil Bucci was a natural partner for the 

South Bay project. Located only steps from South Bay, the Bucci 

and Robinson Woodworking shop was an obvious choice in sourcing 

Dorchester-made millwork. In his brightly lit shop smelling of freshly-

planed lumber, EDENS met with Phil to discuss the design of wood 

planter boxes that would house greenery and add life to the surrounding 

retailers. Phil recommended and implemented the wood board types, 

planter scale and methods of joinery for a trio of African mahogany 

planter boxes from which vines will climb the brick piers of the Nike 

storefront. Phil’s work is artfully crafted, masterfully jointed and carries  

a natural warmth and softness that is now felt at South Bay.



People will forget what you said and 
what you did. But people will never 
forget how you made them feel.

Maya Angelou



@BostonSouthBay

#MadeInDorchester


